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CLP INFIGHTING DEEPENS

Territorians are feeling the pain of a divided, chaotic CLP as urban crime spikes and regional and remote communities face jobs and services cuts, Shadow Minister for Government Accountability Natasha Fyles said today.

“Adam Giles is out of touch with the crime wave hurting Territorians as he continues to ridiculously maintain crime is reducing," Ms Fyles said.

“While the CLP Chief Minister exists on a bubble of denial his colleagues are breaking ranks.

“The Member for Greatorex, Matt Conlan, has seen the writing on the wall and announced he will retire at the next election.

“The Member for Araluen Robyn Lambley yesterday predicted Adam Giles will not lead the CLP at the election.”

Ms Lambley has kept open the prospect of standing as an Independent at the next election.

“The Tiwi Islanders are confirming Adam Giles is looking for someone to run for the CLP instead of his own Member for Arafura Francis Xavier Kurrupuwu," Ms Fyles said.

"The CLP continues to brawl with Kezia Purick and John Elferink in a public spat over the Bees Creek backflip.

“With all this chaos, the CLP Government is failing to protect basic services from Canberra cuts and denies an urban crime wave.”

Ms Fyles said the CLP failures pile up while they continue infighting.
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